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eNdoto Exhibits at 46th Annual ATSSA Expo in New Orleans  

Show Participation was very strong with many potential pedestrian and road safety partnerships forged 
 

February 7, 2016, East Hartford, CT, eNdoto participated in the 46th Annual ATSSA (American Traffic Safety Services 

Association), Expo on January 31-Feb. 2.  At Booth 1341—1343.  eNdoto, through its divisions offer all aspects of pedestrian 

and road safety products and solutions that address the demands and changes of the industry in keeping the roads safe and 

operating efficiently.  eNdoto also showcased its most innovative pedestrian and road safety products that will provide long-term 

solutions for years to come, all designed to keep our roads safer, have a longer life-span and are environmentally friendly.  This 

included:  

 Steel barrier 

 Aluminum bridge rail  

 Aluminum sign posts 

 High performance snow plowable and surface mount LED lighting 

 Passive high power reflectors 

 Optical 360 reflective curb markers  
 

George Cancelmo, Project Design and Development Manager states, “It was great to be participating in the ATSSA Traffic Expo, which 

attracted thousands of qualified buyers from every niche of the marketplace.  Exhibiting at ATSSA, the premiere traffic safety expo, also gave 

us the opportunity to meet with key decision makers, DOT officials, manufacturers, suppliers, contractors and more.  Being busy at our booth 

more in depth discussions with these decision makers are forthcoming.”  Cancelmo continues, “It was also exciting to introduce eNdoto’s 

innovative products and solutions that have been utilized globally for many years with very positive results to road safety and to the 

environment as a long-term solution. Simply, our objective at eNdoto is similar to ATSSA who represents the highest standard of educational 

forums and that is to inform and educate the industry of the economic impact of using alternative products such as steel barriers and 

aluminum bridge rail and sign posts, with long life span and optimum-organic value to our environment.” 
 

eNdoto is looking forward to reaching out to all those who stopped at their booth and showed interest in eNdoto’s next generation pedestrian 

and road safety products, and continuing to parallel ATSSA’s outreach for pedestrian and road safety and “0” deaths. 

 

About eNdoto: eNdoto prides itself at being the “go-to” source for tailored solutions ensuring traffic and pedestrian safety. Their 

expertise includes products and systems for roadways and bridges, transit systems, tunnels, waterways and parking lots; for 

education, cultural and medical facilities; for parks and recreation areas, and for residential and commercial properties, as well 

as vehicle and equipment lighting.  They aim to satisfy the critical and growing demands for green, long-lasting safety and 

lighting solutions with specially focused, environmentally conscious products and systems.  The eNdoto Corp Divisions: 

USReflector * GEOVISION * MDS Barriers * SignMAST * STEPGLOW * SignalService * Phalanx * www.eNdotoCorp.com,  

43 Franklin Street * East Hartford, CT * 860.289.8033   
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